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WOKINGHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL

MINUTES OF TLIP MEETING HELD ON

THURSDAY 22ND AUGUST 2013

Present: Steve Bowers (Chairperson) SB
Pat Pascoe PP
Nicky Harmsworth NH
Lee Newton LN
Nigel Eaton NE
Andy Farrar AF
Prue Bray PB
Hannah Linder (Minute Taker) HL

Attendance: Jude Whyte (Housing Needs) JW

ACTION
1. APOLOGIES & DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Apologies from Simon Price, David Chopping and Sue Smith were received. 
SB declared an interest under item 3, as he is currently on the waiting list for 
housing.  

2. MINUTES OF MEETING HELD AND MATTERS ARISING
Minutes of the meeting held on 25th July 2013 were agreed as an accurate 
record. 
Discretionary Housing Payments – details attached within the paperwork.
SP has been in contact with John Kaiser and he has received an open invite 
to TLIP.
PP circulated the ARCH blog to all Working Groups.
Prior to the meeting SP confirmed that Tenant Services received £325,000 for 
the Farley Hill property.
PP explained that there has not been a Tenant Audit Working Group during 
August due to annual leave, but has fed back the request regarding over 
occupancy to Carole Devereaux.
Breakdown of compensation offers is within the paperwork. TLIP requested 
further details regarding the compensation offers e.g. why the customer was 
given the compensation. This they feel will help to check for themes and 
trends. HL
Finance Consultant has been invited to the September meeting. 
Asbestos in voids – Julie Poole organises this work as part of the voids 
process. In some voids, some low level issues of asbestos are being 
identified. The Voids Contractor will mark up the areas of concern, but then a 
qualified asbestos remover contractor has to come in to test any suspected 
areas. The works are then completed by the contractor. Julie Poole is 
checking the KPI’s against the targets and seeing if the process can be 
streamlined anywhere.  

Tenant Services has an asbestos register which is up to date. Any contractor 
that Tenant Services operates with has a copy of the asbestos register. SB 
said that SP and TLIP had concerns that the asbestos survey may delay the 
voids process. AF said that the asbestos testing is working well, but when 
asbestos is removed it may delay the process.

NE asked whether when the contract is renewed, would Tenant Services look 
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to get a contractor that would do the testing and removal of asbestos. AF 
explained that a level of separation is required and most contractors will not 
do both.

3. ALLOCATIONS REVIEW AND GROVELANDS PARK
Grovelands Park is a mobile home site which is used for temporary 
accommodation. It contains self-contained plots with gardens.
Over the years, the mobile homes have started to deteriorate.
There are currently 13 mobile pitches on the site and the age of them range 
from 10 to 20 years old. 
An assessment in January 2013 showed that 8 were OK and a benefit 
analysis was conducted to see what the most cost efficient solution was for 
the site.  
Housing Needs have requested that these 8 mobile homes are made viable 
for occupancy.
JW explained that Housing Needs is looking with Tenant Services to see if 
there is better provision that can be put on the site i.e. wooden cabins
PB advised that there are specific planning permissions for the mobile home 
sites which make it sometimes easier for these sites to be refurbished e.g. 
wooden cabins
JW advised that WBC does have the power to request temporary 
accommodation licensees to leave.
There are some empty plots and some which need to be removed as soon as 
approval has been granted for this to happen. 
The council need to understand a feasible option for Grovelands Park. 
JW will be speaking to David Chopping regarding his views. 
JW and SP are visiting the site next week to determine what items need to 
happen to tidy the site up.
JW to provide another feedback report for the November meeting. JW to be 
invited to the November meeting. JW
Housing Needs is also looking at B+B being provided locally by a different 
provider, not a private provider. Housing Needs are looking for good quality 
B+B which are for emergency overnight accommodation and are in the town 
centre. 
SB to feedback to the RMWG. SB

4. HEAD OF TENANT SERVICES UPDATE
HL went through the update from Simon Price. 
NE requested that a letter is sent out to all residents left at Eustace Crescent 
to reassure them about the demolition notices and of any timescales. HL to 
pass this action to Doug Furlong. DF
AF updated the group on some staffing issues. New Surveyor Justin Folliard 
is working well and fitted in to the team. The Lead Maintenance Co-Ordinator 
position is being covered by David Higgins and the Housing Assistant position 
is being covered by Lou Barker. 

5. SAFFRON REPLACEMENT
AF explained that the hardware has been installed and a testing period will 
commence shortly. 
The project group is trying to streamline processes within the system and 
getting the critical aspects of the system set up before looking at other non-
priority aspects.

6. TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORT 
TLIP requested for the Finance Consultant to explain the internal loan and 
how it affects the debt ceiling at the September meeting. Simon Price to 
action. SP
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7. PERFORMANCE

ASB – there has been an increase in new and open cases this month due to 
it being the summer period.
Complaints – there has been a drop in performance for the % of stage 1 
complaints being dealt with within 10 working days. This is due to complexity 
of the complaint and also that Tenant Services wanted a thorough 
investigation of the complaints. HL will be monitoring these levels. A query 
was raised about the average amount of compensation paid each month. 
TLIP requested that the actual amount of compensation paid is also provided. JM
Customer Involvement – CWG meetings to be added to section B. LN asked 
whether we could revisit the notion that Involved Tenants can only sit on one 
group. HL will link this idea in the with Tenant Involvement policy review.

BR
HL

Decent Homes – performance in this area has reduced considerably. TLIP 
felt that the performance and satisfaction figures were not good enough and 
needed serious improvements. 

SP has spoken to Apollo regarding his concerns and has updated SB prior to 
this meeting. SP has requested milestone from the Asset Team for 
September. 

SB queried a figure of the amount of the decent homes properties which AF 
will be taking away to investigate. AF
Gas safety and servicing – AF advised TLIP that there have been some 
issues during the mobilisation of this new contract. The Asset Team is now 
receiving monthly performance reports which will go to the working group 
from October onwards. NH asked whether the contractor is aware of the gas 
restrictor fittings and TLIP requested that the number of gas restrictors is 
added to the performance figures so it can be monitored. Gas restrictors will 
not be removed in a void property; a gas restrictor will be re-set and will only 
start to work once the gas service check is over the 12 months period. TLIP 
requested that all incoming tenants are advised that a gas restrictor is fitted 
as part of the tenancy sign up. 

BR
DF

Rents – TLIP agreed to wait until September to review all rents performance 
due to the accuracy of the figures. Simon Price has requested a rent action 
plan for the end of September. SB and HL are working with SP to hold some 
finance training for Involved Tenants. 
Right to Buy – commentary for section B does not match the figures in the 
section. It is not possible for £300k discount to be applied to one property 
sale. TLIP requested that section B to read total of discounts given on Right 
to Buy’s for both the monthly and cumulative throughout the year parts. BR
Tenant Audit – this will be the last performance report TLIP see until the new 
phase starts. PP to provide feedback to TLIP on the new phase once 
available and a report to come to a future meeting. PP/CD
Voids – TLIP would like to query what made the average re-let time for a 
standard void 54.9 days this month and requested that if there was a target 
then this could flag up possible issues. 

TLIP queried whether the 1 sheltered property which was vacant at the end of 
the month was the same as last month. 

TLIP asked whether there is a threshold of rent loss which affects the 
business plan. SP

8. DIGITAL INCLUSION UPDATE
PP has attended coffee mornings at Palmer Court, Dickens Court and Sale 
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Garden Cottages with HL and Jon Davies. A talk was given briefly to identify 
the areas that NCWG monitor in relation to the sheltered schemes. A flavour 
of the Digital Inclusion project was also presented and more importantly, to 
identify digital champions among the residents. 
PP has also presented at the multi-agency meeting at the Rainbow Park 
Community centre and has been asked to attend their next meeting. This has 
identified further requirements for IT connection at Rainbow Park which Mark 
Redfearn is investigating. 
PP has also visited the Shinfield rise community house with HL to advise the 
community development worker about the project. Thoughts about a possible 
‘Digi-Fest’ in October have started. PP and Doug Furlong are meeting next 
week to identify and purchase the equipment. Implementation timings will 
also be agreed with IT.
Going forward, all digital inclusion updates will be in the NCWG report.

9. PRESS ARTICLES
No press releases were published.
HL advised of a press release regarding the Pennfields Neighbourhood Day 
but this unfortunately did not make it in to the papers. 

10. WORKING GROUP REPORTS
Neighbourhood and Communities Working Group
Held a training session in August instead of the main meeting. It was 
suggested that individual Involved Tenants of NCWG examine a specific area 
of the performance framework of their choice. Training was successful. 
NCWG Involved tenants attended the extremely successful Pennfields Estate 
Day and also the walkabout. The walkabout identified some on-going 
problems which NCWG members provided a report, photos and 
recommendation to the Housing Officer for consideration. 
Repairs and Maintenance Working Group
There was no meeting in August but Chairperson has done his report for the 
annual report. NH has received a phone call from a Sheltered Involved 
Tenant regarding the difference between the decent homes and the voids 
kitchen. This will be picked up at the Repairs Group and NH to feedback to 
TLIP. NH
Communications Working Group
Current large projects include the annual report and the 2014 calendar.
The Tenant Services Staff Communication Procedure has been implemented 
and the group is working with staff to ensure the procedures are followed 
whilst minimising any delays and disruption. 
Currently researching the feasibility of doing Plain English Training for the 
group, Involved Tenants and staff. 
There have been some issues with the gas contractor letters which NE has 
been addressing with AF.
Due to a change in circumstances, with mutual agreement of the Tenant 
Involvement Team and the CWG, the frequency of the meetings have been 
altered. The group used to meet weekly in the evenings, but will now meet 
monthly after TLIP. 
The summer issue of Housing Matters was delivered to tenants in June and 
good feedback has been received saying the issue was informative and 
interesting. 
There has been a delay in starting the autumn edition due to ill health and 
laptop issues. However, Floss Watson has been in contact with the printers 
and will be working together to ensure any further delays are kept to a 
minimum.
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Floss has raised concerns that there are no updated from sheltered or 
leaseholders and will be discussing this through with Doug Furlong. 
There have been some delays in getting articles for the autumn issue, owing 
to annual holidays. Floss will keep NE aware of any issues or concerns. 
Affordable Housing Working Group
The group has had a presentation regarding affordable housing which was 
interesting, but did raise more questions than answers. There was a theory of 
applying this to affordable housing, not just private. WHL and Optalis gave a 
joint presentation with reference to older persons with learning difficulties. 
Then there was a section on Eustace Crescent. 
LN reported that he attended a conference regarding the welfare changes. LN 
has updated PP regarding what he learnt. 
LN suggested a letter is sent to Trafford Hall to advise them of their 
disappointment that it should have been non-political and contain unbiased 
and accurate information. HL
£500 grant was offered from Trafford Hall to cover the subject of the course 
which PP has been briefed about and could link in with the digital inclusion 
work. 

13. NEXT MEETING AGENDA SETTING
Rents and Budget Setting
Tenancy Policy sign off
Decent Homes Update
Saffron Replacement Update
Eustace Crescent Update 
Terms of Reference Review and sign off

14. AOB
AF advised TLIP about a recent asbestos incident which the HSE has been 
involved in. SB and Chairperson of RMWG were informed. HSE gave praise 
to Tenant Services as to how the matter was handled. Learning outcomes 
identified are sending out an updated register to contractors and also having 
critical check points. 
NH asked if there is a way the stopcocks could be labelled so that this sort of 
situation does not happen again. 
PB advised that a new Housing Strategy is being prepared. SP has presented 
to the sub group. 
Planning Days – SP is organising a Planning Day on the 24th September. This 
will be split into two sessions. The morning session will be dedicated to 
budget setting and will be open to all Involved Tenants. The afternoon 
session will plan the work for the year and will be open to the Chairs only. 
Terms of Reference Review – to be reviewed and agreed at the next meeting. 
Complaints Consultation Plan – Jean Mulqueeny will be in contact with the 
Chairs to get your views on the best consultation methods. 

THE DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE: 
26th September 2013 @ 12:00.

Signed………………………………………. Date……………………………………...

Signed………………………………………. Date……………………………………...


